IMPROVING BUSINESS PERFORMANCE
No silver bullet exists for improving and sustaining operational performance
You need:
 a plan
 a process
 committed and engaged people
 hard work.

But there is a way that is SIMPLE, STRUCTURED AND PROVEN!
World-class companies, around the world, have identified and
implemented 5 key strategies that enable them to improve and
sustain optimum operational performance. These are:
1. Connect strategy, goals and purpose.
2. Create a culture of continuous improvement focused on
Quality, Speed and Cost-effectiveness
3. Deliver value effectively to customers.
4. Continuously seek better ways of working safely,
eliminating waste and adopting best practice.
5. Develop and engage the talent within, enabling all
members to contribute to their fullest potential.

The Mission-directed Work Team program (MDW) is designed to implement these key strategies into
simple and structured practices that can be implemented throughout an organization and is the only
process that links the front-line employee with Continuous Improvement! (each day – every day)

This table captures results presented, at a conferences, by our clients.
These results have been normalized to indicate improvements realized in
the first year of implementation.

What you can expect:

RESULTS

 Engagement – Informed and empowered people on
the front lines and throughout the organization
 Steady Improvements in Processes:
Safety -- Quality -- Throughput -- Cost effectiveness

 Increased Competitiveness and Profit
What our clients have to say:
“During the first 12 months of launching Mission Directed Workgroups (MDW) we realized a $1.8 million dollars savings
and had double digit improvements in Safety, People, Quality, Speed and Cost. We are now beginning our 5th year

with MDW in place and the excitement still strong and we continue to have double digit improvements year
on year! Our employee engagement continues to be at record highs.”
Ed Gumina
Vice President Operations
Bridon American Corporation

“Within just six months of launching Mission Focused Teams (MFT) at our Memphis site, cost savings initiatives directly
attributable to MFT generated over $400,000 of annualized savings.”
Robert Hall
Vice President Manufacturing
AB Mauri – Fleischmann’s

Mini-business: Track Pack
Curtiss-Wright Corporation – Shelby N.C.

